ADMINISTRATIVE LAW--UNITED STATES.
Author    Gellhorn, Ernest.
Title    Administrative law and process in a nutshell / by Ernest Gellhorn, Ronald M. Levin.
Edition    5th ed.
KF5402 .G4 2006

AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Author    Lindemann, Barbara, 1935-
Title    Age discrimination in employment law / Barbara T. Lindemann, David D. Kadue.
KF3465 .L56 2003

AIDS (DISEASE)--UNITED STATES.
Title    All of us [videorecording] : emergency edition / directed by Emily Abt.
Edition    Standard format.
RA643.83 .A44 2007

ALLIANCES--HISTORY.
Author    Gibler, Douglas M.
Title    International military alliances, 1648-2008 / Douglas M. Gibler.
KZ5900 .G53 2009

ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT--LAW AND LEGISLATION--HISTORY--SOURCES.
Edition    [Updated ed.].
KZ6795 .A72 D63 2009
ARBITRATION AND AWARD, INTERNATIONAL--CASES.
K2400 .A495 C64 1994

ARBITRATION AND AWARD, INTERNATIONAL--CONGRESSES.
Author  International Arbitration Congress (19th : 2008 : Dublin, Ireland)
Title  50 years of the New York Convention / general editor, Albert Jan van den Berg ; with the assistance of the Permanent Court of Arbitration, Peace Palace, The Hague.
K2400 .A6 I58 2008

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT--UNITED STATES.
KF9227 .C2 R63 2009

CHILDREN--LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC.--UNITED STATES.
Author  Jacobs, Thomas A.
Title  Children and the law : rights & obligations / by Thomas A. Jacobs.
Publication Info.  Deerfield, IL : Clark Boardman Callaghan, c1995-
KF479 .J33

CHILDREN'S RIGHTS.
Title  Children's health and children's rights / edited by Michael Freeman.
K639 .C543 2006

CHURCH AND STATE--UNITED STATES.
Author  Drakeman, Donald L.
Title  Church, state, and original intent / Donald L. Drakeman.
KF4865 .D728 2010

CITIZENSHIP--BALTIC STATES.
Author  Ziemele, Ineta.
Title  State continuity and nationality : the Baltic States and Russia : past present and future as defined by international law / Ineta Ziemele.
KJC5114 .Z54 2005
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW--AFRICA.
Author Naʻīm, ʻ Abd Allāh Ĥ mad, 1946-
Title African constitutionalism and the role of Islam / Abdullahi Ahmed An-Naʻīm.
KQC524 .N35 2006

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW--EUROPE.
Title Staatsrecht van de landen van de Europese Unie. English
Title Constitutional law of 15 EU member states / editors, Lucas Prakke, Constantijn Kortmann ; by Hans van den Brandhof ... [et al.].
KJC4445 .S7313 2004

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW--SCOTLAND.
Author Himsworth, Chris.
Title Scotland's constitution : law and practice / C.M.G Himsworth, C.M. O'Neill.
Edition 2nd ed.
KDC752 .H56 2009

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW--SWITZERLAND.
Author Fleiner-Gerster, Thomas, 1938-
Title Swiss constitutional law / Thomas Fleiner, Alexander Misic, Nicole Töpperwein.
KKW2070 .F48 2005

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW--UNITED STATES.
Title The Constitution in 2020 / edited by Jack M. Balkin, Reva B. Siegel.
KF4550 .C576 2009

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW--UNITED STATES.
Author Perry, Michael J.
Title Constitutional rights, moral controversy, and the Supreme Court / Michael J. Perry.
KF8748 .P39 2009
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW--UNITED STATES--BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Author Dowling, Shelley L.
Title The jurisprudence of United States constitutional interpretation: an annotated bibliography / Shelley L. Dowling.
Edition 2nd ed.
KF4546 .A1 D69 2010

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW--UNITED STATES--PHILOSOPHY.
Author Goldford, Dennis J., 1948-
Title The American Constitution and the debate over originalism / Dennis J. Goldford.
KF4550 .G645 2005

CONTRACTS--GREAT BRITAIN--INTERPRETATION AND CONSTRUCTION.
Author Mitchell, Catherine, 1966-
Title Interpretation of contracts: current controversies in law / Catherine Mitchell.
KD1554 .M58 2007

CONTRACTS (INTERNATIONAL LAW)
Author Bortolotti, F. (Fabio)
Title Drafting and negotiating international commercial contracts: a practical guide / Fabio Bortolotti.
K1024 .B67 2008

CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF.
Author Dammer, Harry R., 1957-
Title Comparative criminal justice systems / Harry Dammer, Erika Fairchild.
HV7419 .F35 2006

CRIMINAL LIABILITY--UNITED STATES.
Author Bergelson, Vera.
Title Victims' rights and victims' wrongs: comparative liability in criminal law / Vera Bergelson.
KF9235 .B47 2009
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE.
Author Mack, Raneta Lawson, 1963-
Title Comparative criminal procedure : history, processes and case studies / Raneta Lawson Mack.
K5401 .M33 2008

CUSTODY OF CHILDREN--UNITED STATES--POPULAR WORKS.
Author Truly, Traci.
Title Grandparents' rights : your legal guide to protecting your relationship with your grandchildren / Traci Truly.
KF548 .T78 2005

DNA FINGERPRINTING--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Author Kaye, D. H. (David H.), 1947-
Title The double helix and the law of evidence / David H. Kaye.
KF9666.5 .K39 2010

DIPLOMATIC NEGOTIATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES.
Author Starkey, Brigid, 1962-
Title International negotiation in a complex world / Brigid Starkey, Mark A. Boyer, and Jonathan Wilkenfeld.
JZ6045 .S73 2010

DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES--HISTORY.
KF4155 .R45 2009

DISPUTE RESOLUTION (LAW)--UNITED STATES.
Title Resolving disputes : theory, practice, and law / Jay Folberg ... [et al.].
Edition 2nd ed.
KF9084 .R475 2010
DISPUTE RESOLUTION (LAW)--UNITED STATES--POPULAR WORKS.
Title The American Bar Association guide to resolving legal disputes: inside and outside the courtroom.
KF9084 .A54 2007

DOMESTIC RELATIONS (INTERNATIONAL LAW)
Title International family law for the European Union / Johan Meeusen ... [et al.] (eds.).
KJE1105 .I58 2007

DOUBLE TAXATION--UNITED STATES--TREATIES.
Author Tittle, Martin B., 1948-
Title The integrated 2006 United States model income tax treaty / by Martin B. Tittle and Reuven S. Avi-Yonah.
Edition Rev. ed.
Publication Info. Lake Mary, FL: Vandeplas Pub., 2008
KF6306 .T58 2008

EDUCATIONAL LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Author Alexander, Kern.
Title American public school law / Kern Alexander, M. David Alexander.
Edition 7th ed.
KF4118 .A39 2009

EDUCATIONAL LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Author Gerstein, Ralph M.
Title Education law: an essential guide for attorneys, teachers, administrators, parents, and students / Ralph M. Gerstein and Lois Gerstein.
Edition 2nd ed.
KF4119 .G47 2007

EDUCATIONAL LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES--CASES.
Title Education law stories / edited by Michael A. Olivas, Ronna Greff Schneider.
KF4119 .E277 2007

EDUCATIONAL LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES--ENCYCLOPEDIAS.
Title Encyclopedia of education law / Charles J. Russo, editor.
KF4117 .E53 2008
ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY (LAW)--UNITED STATES.
Author Young, John Hardin.
Title Written and electronic discovery : theory and practice / John Hardin Young, Terri A. Zall, Alan F. Blakley.
Edition 5th ed.
KF8902 .E42 Y68 2009

EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION LAW--EUROPEAN UNION COUNTRIES.
Title European migration law / Pieter Boeles ... [et al.].
KJE6044 .E953 2009

EMINENT DOMAIN.
Title Takings international : a comparative perspective on land use regulations and compensation rights / [edited by] Rachelle Alterman.
Edition 1st ed.
K3511 .T35 2010

EMPLOYEES--RATING OF.
Author Falcone, Paul.
Title Productive performance appraisals / Paul Falcone, with Randi Sachs.
Edition 2nd ed.
HF5549.5 .R3 F37 2007

EMPLOYEES--RATING OF--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
Author Falcone, Paul.
Title 2600 phrases for effective performance reviews : ready-to-use words and phrases that really get results / Paul Falcone.
HF5549.5 .R3 F35 2005

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWING.
Author Falcone, Paul.
Title 96 great interview questions to ask before you hire / Paul Falcone.
Edition 2nd ed.
HF5549.5 .I6 F35 2009
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, INTERNATIONAL.
Author     Bodansky, Daniel.
Title     The art and craft of international environmental law / Daniel Bodansky.
K3585 .B63 2010

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, INTERNATIONAL.
Author     Kiss, Alexandre Charles, 1925-2007.
Title     Guide to international environmental law / Alexandre Kiss, Dinah Shelton.
K3585 .K5695 2007

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, INTERNATIONAL--ECONOMIC ASPECTS.
Title     Economic globalization and compliance with international environmental agreements / edited by Alexandre Kiss, Dinah Shelton, and Kanami Ishibashi ; in association with the International Center for Environmental Compliance Assessment, Kagawa University.
K3585 .E29 2003

EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS.
Author     Arold, Nina-Louisa.
Title     The legal culture of the European Court of Human Rights / by Nina-Louisa Arold.
KJC5138 .A969 2007

EXECUTIVE POWER--UNITED STATES--HISTORY.
Author     Matheson, Scott M., 1953-
Title     Presidential constitutionalism in perilous times / Scott M. Matheson, Jr.
KF5050 .M38 2009

EXECUTIVE POWER--UNITED STATES--HISTORY.
Author     Yoo, John.
Title     Crisis and command : the history of executive power from George Washington to George W. Bush / John Yoo.
KF5053 .Y66 2009

FOREIGN TRADE REGULATION.
Title     Research handbook in international economic law / edited by Andrew T. Guzman and Alan O. Sykes.
K3820 .R47 2007
FORMS (LAW)--UNITED STATES--POPULAR WORKS.
Author  Warner, Ralph E.
Title  101 law forms for personal use / by Ralph Warner & Robin Leonard ; with the editors of Nolo.
Edition  7th ed.
KF170 .L46 2009

Author  Hammer, Leonard M.
Title  A Foucauldian approach to international law : descriptive thoughts for normative issues / Leonard M. Hammer.
KZ3410 .H36 2007

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION--UNITED STATES.
Author  Alexander, Larry, 1943-
Title  Is there a right of freedom of expression? / Larry Alexander.
KF4770 .A946 2005

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION--UNITED STATES--ENCYCLOPEDIAS.
KF4770 .E53 2009

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION--ACCESS CONTROL--UNITED STATES.
Author  McDermott, Patrice.
Title  Who needs to know? : the state of public access to federal government information / Patrice McDermott.
Edition  1st paperback ed
KF5753 .M33 2007

GOVERNMENT PURCHASING--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Title  Federal government construction contracts / edited by Michael A. Branca ... [et al.].
Edition  2nd ed.
KF865 .F42 2010
GRUTTER, BARBARA--TRIALS, LITIGATION, ETC.
Author Stohr, Greg, 1966-
Title A black and white case : how affirmative action survived its greatest legal challenge / Greg Stohr.
Edition 1st ed.
KF228 .G78 S76 2004

IMPRISIONMENT--ARIZONA--HISTORY.
Author Lynch, Mona Pauline.
Title Sunbelt justice : Arizona and the transformation of American punishment / Mona Lynch.
HV9475 .A6 L96 2010

INCOME TAX--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Author Rosenberg, Joshua David, 1950-
Title The law of federal income taxation / by Joshua D. Rosenberg and Dominic L. Daher.
KF6369 .R673 2008

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA--LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC.--HISTORY--ENCYCLOPEDIAS.
Title Encyclopedia of United States Indian policy and law / edited by Paul Finkelman, Tim Alan Garrison.
KF8205 .E525 2009

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT--EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Author Estlund, Cynthia.
Title Regoverning the workplace : from self-regulation to co-regulation / Cynthia Estlund.
KF3369 .E88 2010

INFORMED CONSENT (MEDICAL LAW)
Author McLean, Sheila.
Title Autonomy, consent and the law / Sheila A. M. McLean.
K3611 .I5 M38 2010
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT.
Author Kim, Young Sok.
Title The law of the International Criminal Court / Young Sok Kim.
KZ6311 .K56 2007

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT.
Author Moghalu, Kingsley Chiedu.
Title Global justice : the politics of war crimes trials / Kingsley Chiedu Moghalu ; foreword by Pierre-Richard Prosper.
KZ1190 .M64 2008

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE--LAW AND LEGISLATION.
Author Buckley, Ross P.
Title International financial system : policy and regulation / Ross P. Buckley.
K4430 .B83 2009

INTERNATIONAL LAW--PHILOSOPHY.
Title Theory of international law at the threshold of the 21st century : essays in honour of Krzysztof Skubiszewski / edited by Jerzy Makarczyk.
KZ1255 .T49 1996

JURISPRUDENCE.
Author MacCormick, Neil.
Title H.L.A. Hart / Neil MacCormick.
Edition 2nd ed.
K230 .H3652 M3 2008

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF--CHINA--HISTORY.
Author Huang, Philip C., 1940-
Title Chinese civil justice, past and present / Philip C. C. Huang.
KNQ1572 .H84 2010
JUVENILE JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF--UNITED STATES.
Author  Simkins, Sandra 1965-
Title  When kids get arrested : what every adult should know / Sandra Simkins.
KF9779 .S54 2009

LABOR LAWS AND LEGISLATION.
Title  The global workplace : international and comparative employment law : cases and materials / Roger Blanpain ... [et al.].
K1705 .G583 2007

LABOR LAWS AND LEGISLATION--CHINA.
Author  Hunter, Christopher.
Title  Employment law in China / [authors: Christopher Hunter, Louisa Lam, Ketong Lin]
Edition  2nd ed.
Publication Info. [Hong Kong] : CCH Hong Kong Ltd., 2008.
KNQ1270 .H86 2008

LAND USE--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Title  At the cutting edge ... : land use law from The urban lawyer.
Publication Info. Chicago, Ill. : American Bar Association, Section of State and Local Government Law, c2009-
KF5698 .A15 A88

LAW--ENGLAND--DICTIONARIES.
Title  Osborn's concise law dictionary. / edited by Mick Woodley ; with contributions from Jenny Adams ... [et al].
KD313 .O8 2009

LAW--GREAT BRITAIN--DICTIONARIES.
Author  Penner, J. E. (James E.)
Title  Mozley & Whiteley's law dictionary.
KD313 .M69 2001

LAW--STUDY AND TEACHING.
Title  The export of legal education : its promise and impact in transition countries / edited by Ronald A. Brand and D. Wes Rist.
Publication Info. Farnham, Surrey ; Burlington, VT : Ashgate, c2009.
K100 .E97 2009
LEGAL RESEARCH--CONNECTICUT.
Author Hynes, Jessica G.
Title Connecticut legal research / Jessica G. Hynes.
KFC3675 .H96 2009

LEGAL RESEARCH--ILLINOIS.
Author Wojcik, Mark E., 1961-
Title Illinois legal research / Mark E. Wojcik.
Edition 2nd ed.
KFI1275 .W65 2009

LIBRARIANS--ANECDOTES.
Author Johnson, Marilyn, 1954-
Title This book is overdue! : how librarians and cybrarians can save us all / Johnson, Marilyn.
Edition 1st ed.
Z682 .J66 2010

LIBRARY EXHIBITS--COMPUTER NETWORK RESOURCES.
Author Thiel, Sarah Goodwin, 1957-
Title Build it once : a basic primer for the creation of online exhibitions / Sarah Goodwin Thiel.
Z717 .T54 2007

MARRIAGE--UNITED STATES.
Author Metz, Tamara.
Title Untying the knot : marriage, the state, and the case for their divorce / Tamara Metz.
HQ536 .M48 2010

MEDICINE--RESEARCH--LAW AND LEGISLATION.
Author Biggs, Hazel.
Title Healthcare research ethics and law : regulation, review and responsibility / Hazel Biggs.
K3611 .H86 B54 2010
MINORITIES--GOVERNMENT POLICY--EUROPE.
Author Verstichel, A. (Annelies).
Title Participation, representation and identity: the rights of persons belonging to minorities to effective participation in public affairs: content, justification and limits / Annelies Verstichel.
Publication Info. Antwerp; Portland, OR: Intersentia, c2009.
KJC5144 .M56 V47 2009

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS--UNITED STATES.
Author Miller, Frederick H., 1937-.
Title The law of modern payment systems / by Fred H. Miller, Alvin C. Harrell.
Edition [2003 ed.].
KF957 .M55 2003

NEGOTIATION IN BUSINESS.
Author Kennedy, Gavin.
Title Strategic negotiation / Gavin Kennedy.
HD58.6 .K48 2007

OLDER PEOPLE--LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC.--UNITED STATES--POPULAR WORKS.
Author Hegland, Kenney F., 1940-.
Title New times, new challenges: law and advice for savvy seniors and their families / Kenney F. Heglandm, Robert B. Fleming.
KF390 .A4 H443 2010

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES--LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC.--UNITED STATES.
Author Tucker, Bonnie P., 1939-.
Title Legal rights of persons with disabilities: an analysis of federal law / Bonnie P. Tucker, Bruce A. Goldstein.
Edition 1st ed.
Publication Info. Horsham, Pa.: LRP Publications, c1991-
KF480 .T82

PRACTICE OF LAW--EUROPEAN UNION COUNTRIES.
Author Nascimbene, Bruno.
Title The legal profession in the European Union / by Bruno Nascimbene; [with the collaboration of Elisabetta Bergamini].
KJE3704 .N37 2009
PRESIDENTS--UNITED STATES.
JK516 .O94 2009

PRESS LAW--UNITED STATES.
Author Allen, David S., 1955-
KF2750 .A9395 2005

PROBLEM EMPLOYEES.
Author Falcone, Paul.
Title 101 tough conversations to have with employees : a manager's guide to addressing performance, conduct, and discipline challenges / Paul Falcone.
HF5549.5 .E42 F35 2009

PRODUCTS LIABILITY--UNITED STATES.
Title Product liability litigation : current law, strategies and best practices / Stephanie A. Scharf ... [et al.], editors.
Publication Info. New York City : Practising Law Institute, c2009-
KF8925 .P7 P76 2009

PORNOGRAPHY--FEMINIST CRITICISM.
Title Hot and bothered [videorecording] : feminist pornography / produced by Becky Goldberg and Leah Sinrich ; directed and edited by Becky Goldberg.
DVD-V HQ471 .H68 2002

PUBLIC SCHOOLS--UNITED STATES.
Author Ravitch, Diane.
Title The death and life of the great American school system : how testing and choice are undermining education / Diane Ravitch.
LA217.2 .R38 2010

RACISM--UNITED STATES.
Title Whitewashing race : the myth of a color-blind society / Michael K. Brown ... [et al.].
E185.615 .W465 2003
RELIGION AND LAW.
Author Witte, John, 1959-
Title God's joust, God's justice : law and religion in the Western tradition / John Witte, Jr.
BL65 .L33 W58 2006

RESTITUTION--GREAT BRITAIN.
Author Virgo, Graham.
Title The principles of the law of restitution / Graham Virgo.
Edition 2nd ed.
KD1924 .V57 2006

ROE, JANE, 1947--TRIALS, LITIGATION, ETC.
Author Hull, N. E. H., 1949-
Title Roe v. Wade : the abortion rights controversy in American history / N.E.H. Hull and Peter Charles Hoffer.
KF228 .R59 H85 2001

ROMAN LAW.
Author VerSteeg, Russ.
Title The essentials of Greek and Roman law / Russ VerSteeg.
KJA172 .V47 2010

SEGREGATION IN EDUCATION--UNITED STATES--HISTORY.
Title Law touched our hearts : a generation remembers Brown v. Board of Education / Mildred Wigfall Robinson and Richard J. Bonnie, editors.
KF4155 .L39 2009

SINGLE PARENTS--LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC.--UNITED STATES--POPULAR WORKS.
Author Stanley, Jacqueline D.
Title Unmarried parents' rights (and responsibilities) / Jacqueline D. Stanley.
KF547 .S73 2005
UNITED STATES. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT OF 1990--HISTORY--20TH CENTURY.
Author       Colker, Ruth.
Title        The disability pendulum : the first decade of the Americans with Disabilities Act / Ruth Colker.
KF480 .C648 2005

UNITED STATES. CONGRESS--HISTORY--SOURCES.
Author       Freedman, Eric.
Title        African Americans in Congress : a documentary history / Eric Freedman, Stephen A. Jones.
JK1021 .A47 2008

UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. HOUSE--ELECTION DISTRICTS.
Title        The realists' guide to redistricting : avoiding the legal pitfalls / J. Gerald Hebert ... [et al.], editor.
Edition       2nd ed.
KF4905 .R39 2010

UNITED STATES. CONSTITUTION. 14TH AMENDMENT--HISTORY.
Author       Graham, Howard Jay.
KF4558 14th .G7

UNITED STATES. SUPREME COURT--CONGRESSES.
Title        Reforming the Court : term limits for Supreme Court justices / edited by Roger C. Cramton, Paul D. Carrington.
KF8742 .R43 2006

UNITED STATES. SUPREME COURT--HISTORY.
Author       Irons, Peter H., 1940-
Title        A people's history of the Supreme Court : the men and women whose cases and decisions have shaped our Constitution / Peter Irons.
Edition       Rev. ed.
KF8742 .I76 2006
UNITED STATES. SUPREME COURT--OUTLINES, SYLLABI, ETC.
Title The Supreme Court compendium : data, decisions, and developments / Lee Epstein ... [et al.].
KF8742 .S86 2007

UNITED STATES. SUPREME COURT--PERIODICALS.
Title Cato Supreme Court review.
Publication Info. Washington, D.C. : Center for Constitutional Studies, Cato Institute, c2002-
KF4546 .C38

UNITED STATES. SUPREME COURT--PRESS COVERAGE.
Author Jost, Kenneth.
KF8742 .J67 2009

VIOLENT CRIMES--ENGLAND.
Author Fielding, Nigel.
Title Courting violence : offences against the person cases in court / Nigel G. Fielding.
KD7960 .Z9 F54 2006

WAR AND EMERGENCY POWERS--UNITED STATES.
Title The constitution in wartime : beyond alarmism and complacency / Mark Tushnet, editor.
KF5060 .C58 2005

WAR AND EMERGENCY POWERS--UNITED STATES--HISTORY.
Author Bruff, Harold H., 1944-
Title Bad advice : Bush's lawyers in the war on terror / Harold H. Bruff.
KF5060 .B78 2009

WAR CRIME TRIALS--NETHERLANDS--THE HAGUE.
Author Stover, Eric.
Title The witnesses : war crimes and the promise of justice in The Hague / Eric Stover.
KZ1203 .A2 S76 2005
WAR (INTERNATIONAL LAW)--HISTORY.
Author Neff, Stephen C.
Title War and the law of nations : a general history / by Stephen C. Neff.
KZ6385 .N44 2005

WAR ON TERRORISM, 2001-2009.
Author Duffy, Helen
Title The "war on terror" and the framework of international law / Helen Duffy.
KZ6795 .T47 D84 2005

WATER--LAW AND LEGISLATION.
Title Water law for the twenty-first century : national and international aspects of water law reform in India / edited by Philippe Cullet ... [et al.].
K3496 .W367 2010

WELL-BEING--UNITED STATES.
Author Bok, Derek Curtis.
Title The politics of happiness : what government can learn from the new research on well-being / Derek Bok.
HN60 .B63 2010

WETLAND CONSERVATION--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
Author Strand, Margaret N.
Title Wetlands deskbook / by Margaret "Peggy" Strand and Lowell Rothschild.
KF5624 .S77 2009